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GREETINGS FROM MS. ATRIO 

THE MULTISENSORY READING INSTRUCTION CLASS 
  

 . 

My 4th grade class students are reviewing blends, short vowel sounds, 

welded sounds and vowel teams with long vowel sounds like own /ō/as in snow. 

Next we will learn syllable division rules and patterns. Great job! 

 The 5th grade students are reviewing how to divide and three-syllable 
words with three (vcccv) and four consonants (vccccv) between the vowels (as 
in extreme & construct). We are learning diphthongs like ou and ow (trout and 
plow). Also, the 5th grade will continue to work on reading and spelling words 
with suffixes added to unchanging basewords. Keep up the good work!! 

 I look forward to a great year working with your children and you. My 
door is always open. 
  

 



         Fall Fun!!!        
 
The dog days of summer have passed and school is in full swing. While the summer heat has dissipated 

(although you wouldn’t know it this week!), the air is now crisp and cool. The days are getting shorter and the 

mornings are growing chillier. The leaves, which are transforming into vibrant colors, are falling gracefully to 

the ground. The fall season is upon us. Although we will miss the warmth of those long, summer days, there 

are many exciting autumn adventures awaiting us. 

 

Personally, I love fall for all things pumpkin. As an occupational therapist, I also love fall for the endless 

sensory opportunities it provides. Fall is not only a season full of fun family traditions; it is also one of the 

best seasons for providing children with sensory input. With almost two months of school under their belt, 

many children may be starting to feel the effects of an increased work load and longer periods of time sitting 

in school. Now is the time to take advantage of the beautiful weather and encourage your children to engage in 

fall activities that can help organize and regulate them for continued success at home and school. Below are 

some ideas: 

 

 Leaves, leaves leaves! They’re everywhere in fall. Put your children to work by helping to rake the leaves.  

Raking provides powerful heavy work as it delivers proprioceptive input to the body and increases both 

strength and endurance. Once they have created a pile, let them jump right in! Don’t forget to have 

them transport the leaves to the curb when they’re finished using a wheelbarrow. 

 Take a nature walk! Explore the season and all the sensory experiences created by its many scents, 

textures, sounds, and colors. You can even make it into a scavenger hunt. 

 Go picking! Both apple and pumpkin-picking provide whole body strengthening as well as 

proprioceptive input. 

 Yum! Make applesauce with your children, having them complete as many steps independently as 

possible – peeling, chopping, mixing, etc. Even better, use a food mill for extra strengthening.  Baking 

is also a great activity for following directions, measuring, etc. and there is nothing better than warm 

apple pie. 

 Carve pumpkins! Carving a pumpkin (with parent assistance) facilitates fine motor skills and 

provides a great, wet tactile experience. Carve, scoop, play, and even eat!  Scoop out the inside and play 

with the mess! Toast the seeds and have them for snack. 

 Create an obstacle for your child to complete while carrying a pumpkin.  

 Visit a local farm with a corn maze and find your way through. 

 Get out and move! Gross motor skills are important for all kids to improve upon, no matter their age or 

ability. So get your children out and moving with you. Find a hill and roll down it. Maybe even sign 

up for a local turkey trot. 

 

These are just a few of the many activities you and your children can do in the fall. So grab the last days of 

sunshine while you can since children learn so much when they’re outside.  But autumn flies by in a flash, so 

get out there now and take advantage of all it has to offer. 

 
                                                                                                                                                 Diane L. Scholp, OTR/L 

                                                                                                                                                 Occupational Therapist 

                                                                                                                                                 Stony Brook School and BCMS  



 
It is hard to believe that we are approaching the completion of our 2nd month of school.  
With November just around the corner, our students have settled into the routines of 
5th grade and are hard at work. 
 

We have just completed our 2nd Unit in Math and will be beginning our work with 
fractions and mixed numbers.  Unit 3 will focus on building a conceptual understanding 
of the connection between fractions and division. Fraction circles will be utilized to help 
students build their fraction number sense.  In particular, we will use fraction circles to 
strengthen the concept of equivalent fractions.  (Equivalent fraction strategies will be 
introduced in a later unit.)  Number lines will be used to help students with estimation 
strategies.  
  

Our unit on matter has offered us opportunities to explore properties of solids, liquids 
and gases.  Students have experimented with making and separating mixtures and have 
developed an understanding of conservation of mass in the process.  As an extension of 
the current Language Arts unit, students are presently becoming an “expert” on an 
element of the periodic table.  They are using nonfiction text features to research their 
element and will create a display to present to their peers. 
 

Having studied how the first Americans arrived on this continent and how the explorers 
who came after them made a lasting impact, we are now ready to embark on the 
exciting journey of discovering how we became a new nation.  The challenges and 
hardships along with the courage and strength of the colonists can offer inspiration to 
us in our own lives. 
 
Before we continue, however, we are going to take some time in the coming weeks to 
discuss the election process.  Our hope is that as they gain an understanding of how a 
new president is elected, the events of election night will make more sense to them.   
 

 
We look forward to meeting with you all at our upcoming conferences.  The conferences 
will be held in Mrs. Adam’s room.  Please try to arrive promptly for your conference as 
we are on a tight schedule and have only 15 minutes to speak with you. Thank you for 
your support and assistance as we make 5th grade the best year possible! 



On The Screen in the Computer Lab 

Exciting changes are underway in technology at Stony Brook School. After a 

quick review of Google drive, docs and slides the Fourth Grade students will 

begin coding in November. The students will progress through leveled exercises 

that will build upon each other. I am so excited to be preparing my students for 

jobs that most probably do not exist today! We will return to Google drive off and 

on during the year to support and enhance the Stony Brook fourth grade 

curriculum.   

Fifth grade students have finished the review of Google docs and slides, and 

they have begun slides to create a Fitness Plan for a fictitious individual. This 

project was developed in collaboration with the Physical Education teachers, Mr. 

Clark and Mr. Gaul. The students are in groups of three (or four), with each 

student responsible for one part of the plan (nutrition, fitness, or recreation). The 

completed Fitness Plan Projects which will be presented to Mr. Clark and Mr. 

Gaul, in February and March 2017 are due January 16th, 2017.  While the 

students will have time during computer classes to work on this project, they may 

want to work at home. They have all the information (directions, rubric, slides) on 

the Google Drive, in the Shared With Me folder.   

All technology classes begin with Typing Tutor 7, a software program to help the 

students learn how to keyboard (type). The students need to cover the keyboard 

with paper, and not look under, to help them master the letters. Students are 

expected to have an accuracy rate of 95% or better. Fourth grades have no word 

per minute minimum. Fifth graders are expected to have the same accuracy rate, 

and 10 words per minute; the wpm expected will be 15 after January 1st. 

Students should use proper typing posture and keep their fingers on the home 

row keys any time they use a keyboard.   

 

 



 

News of the Month from  
Ms. Frazee’s 4th graders! 

 
This month we are diving into many new and engaging learning experiences as we have just 

finished up our first units across all subjects! 
 

In Language Arts, students have just finished up studying characters and theme in books. 
They applied what they were learning throughout our reading unit to writing their own Realistic Fiction 
stories. I must say, we have quite a few budding authors here in 4-FR! Ask your child to show you 
their story in their Google Drive. I know you’ll love reading what they have written! Next, we will be 
diving into non-fiction. Students will write persuasively about a topic that is close to their heart. Our 
essay units really push the students as writers, helping them grow greatly as writers and thinkers. I’m 
excited and expectant to see the kind of work they produce! In our non-fiction reading unit, students 
will work collaboratively in research teams to investigate and compare extreme weather phenomena. 
They will build important real-world skills of navigating the world of non-fiction reading by building text 
sets of books, articles, and videos. 
 

In Math, we are exploring various concepts of multiplication. Please help your child practice 
their multiplication facts at home! Just 5 minutes per day of fact practice will greatly increase their 
speed and accuracy with this important skill. Students will need mastery of their multiplication facts in 
order to master other math concepts we will be working on this year, including but not limited to 
fractions, decimals, and division. You can visit my Branchburg website for math websites that your 
child can visit at home for fact practice. 
 

It has been a wonderful experience to 
watch the students grow in their scientific 
thinking this year as well. With our new 
curriculum, students are observing, 
investigating, and questioning the world around 
them in order to explore existing ideas and 
generate new ones! Ask your child what s/he 
has learned about animal adaptations such as 
coverings and mouth structures. I know you 
will be just as impressed with their thinking as I 
have been! Included here are a few photos 
from our investigations. 



 

Tips & Tricks 
 
4th grade can be an overwhelming transition for some students. Here are some ways 
to help your child stay organized this year. 
 

1. Do an agenda check as soon as your child arrives home from school to go 
over the assignments that are due the next day. If you child has forgotten his 
or her agenda, head over to my website to double-check!  

2. Ask your child what has be difficult for him/her in school so far this year. 
Remind them that it’s okay if they are struggling with something and talk with 
them about strategies they can use to help themselves! 

3. Visit this article for some great suggestions to ask your child about how 
his/her day went so you don’t just get a generic, “Good.” 

 
 

https://sites.google.com/a/branchburg.k12.nj.us/kfrazee/homework
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/liz-evans/25-ways-to-ask-your-kids-so-how-was-school-today-without-asking-them-so-how-was-school-today_b_5738338.html

